
 
 
 
 

Market Sub Committee      
 

Date: 23 February 2023 

 

Title: Adverse weather policy Update 

 

Purpose of the Report: To update the adverse weather policy to include policy 
reference to market operations during periods of extreme heat.  
 
Contact Officer: Adrian Harrison, Market Manager 
  
 

 

Corporate Objective/s No 23. To continue to manage, promote and develop 
the street market. 

Implications:   

Financial No  

Human Resources No  

Operational/Service 
delivery 

Yes  

Procedural/Legal   

Risk/Health and Safety Yes To manage extreme 
temperatures on market days 

Environmental Aims   

 
 

1 RECOMMENDATION 
 
Should members be minded, the recommendation is: 
 
1.1 To carefully consider and thereafter recommend to Policy and Finance 

Committee the proposed inclusion of either policy wording Option 1 or Option 
2 within the town council’s adverse weather policy.  

 
 

2 BACKGROUND 
 

2.1 News reports are constantly informing us all about climate change and how it 
affects our daily lives and how it will affect us all in the future.  

 
2.2     The Council responded to the increase in the high winds that now affect the 
market year on year by producing the Adverse Weather Policy with parameters set 
by the Met Offices’ own clear measurement system.  
 



 
  
2.3     The Council has a duty of care to traders and its’ staff in such conditions. With 
the increase in temperatures the heat could affect traders, Council employees 
(market manager, market porter, stall erectors) and the public’s health and wellbeing. 
It can also affect some traders product lines too, especially those selling food. By 
offering options to trade in these conditions, it gives the traders an informed choice 
as to whether they should trade or not. 
 
2.4     With the severity of the hot temperatures endured (twice in 2022), officers 
have looked at the adverse weather policy with the intention of updating it to include 
extremely hot weather. Again, like the high winds, the Met Office has a clear and 
informative way in measuring the severity.  
 

3 OPTIONS 
 

3.1 Like the Met Offices scale for wind measurement, heat measurement is very 
similar with a traffic light system in place with red being the most severe of conditions. 
Amber being the next level down and not so severe but potentially dangerous 
 

 Red warning. With this type of warning it is usual for the Met Office to tell 
people to stay indoors and keep out of the sun/heat all day. This warning was 
used for heat by the Met Office for the first time in July 2022 when record 
temperatures of over 40⁰C were reached. 
 

 Amber Warning. This type of warning, the Met Office advise that you do not 
spend too long outside and to keep in the shade where possible. This warning 
was used for the August 2022 heatwave which saw highs of 36⁰C. 

 
4 OPTION  1 
 
4.1      Red warning – close the market to all traders. Any traders that attend will not 
be recognised nor will their insurance be valid thus trading illegally. No gazebos 
erected or any Council equipment supplied. No charge to traders nor loss of holiday 
rights. 
 
4.2      Amber warning – give the traders the option to trade if they so wish. Any 
trader not wanting to trade will not be charged and will not lose holiday rights. Those 
traders attending will be charged at normal rates. Those traders NOT attending must 
inform the market manager or representative by 12 noon the day before otherwise 
they will be charged if they do not show.  The market manager or representative to 
determine the time of early closure of the market at his/her discretion on the day if 
needed.  
 
5 OPTION 2 
 
5.1      Red warning – give the traders the option to trade if they so wish. Any trader 
not wanting to trade will not be charged and will not lose holiday rights. Those 
traders attending will be charged at normal rates.  Those traders NOT attending 
must inform the market manager or representative by 12noon the day before 



 
  
otherwise they will be charged if they do not show. The market manager or 
representative to determine the time of closure of the market at his/her discretion on 
the day. 
 
5.2      Amber warning – all traders to trade. The market manager or Council 
representative to finish the market early at their discretion (1pm/2pm) full rents to be 
paid.  
 
6  PREFFERED OPTION 
 
6.1       Officers believe that Option 1 is the better option. This gives a clear definition 
of the severity of weather forecast. This is similar to the current policy with wind. Red 
warning, too dangerous, no market etc. This also shows consistency in approach to 
such warnings be it wind or heat. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Climate change is with us all and the extremes of weather are now more apparent as 
each year goes by. As a Council we have to be aware and act accordingly to 
safeguard those who may be affected by such extremes of weather. 
       
  



 
  
A guide to the National Severe Weather Warning Service 

As the UK's official weather service, the Met Office is responsible for issuing weather warnings, 

which warn of impacts caused by severe weather. Our warnings are designed to let people, businesses, 

emergency responders and governments know what weather is in store and what the impacts of that 

weather may be. The Met Office operates 24 hours a day, 365 days a year so warnings can be issued 

at any time, day or night. 

We provide warnings up to seven days ahead for rain, thunderstorms, wind, snow, lightning, ice, 

extreme heat and fog. 

Each warning will contain the following sections: 

 Headline – a short weather headline, which states what weather type, is forecast. 

 What to expect – details on the types of impact forecast and an indication of how likely those 

impacts are 

 What should I do – this section links to advice and guidance from our partners on how to stay 

safe in severe weather 

 Further details – additional information on the forecast weather. 

When applicable, warnings will include information on why a warning has been updated. 

What do the colours mean? 

The Met Office issues weather warnings, through the National Severe Weather Warning Service, 

when severe weather has the potential to bring impacts to the UK. These warnings are given a colour 

(yellow, amber or red) depending on a combination of both the impact the weather may have and the 

likelihood of those impacts occurring. 

Yellow and Amber warnings represent a range of impact levels and likelihoods. This means it is 

important to read each warning to know what level of impact you can expect for your chosen warning 

area – and how likely those impacts are to occur. 

These impacts can include damage to property, travel delays and cancellations, loss of water supplies, 

power cuts and, in the most severe cases, bring a danger to life. 

We show this combination of impact and likelihood in a matrix, which can be seen in the Further 

Details section of our warnings. To understand how likely we think the forecast impacts are, always 

check the matrix to see which box has been ticked. 



 
  

 

Yellow Warning: Yellow warnings can be issued for a range of weather situations. Many are issued 

when it is likely that the weather will cause some low level impacts, including some disruption to 

travel in a few places. Many people may be able to continue with their daily routine, but there will be 

some that will be directly impacted and so it is important to assess if you could be affected. Other 

yellow warnings are issued when the weather could bring much more severe impacts to the majority 

of people but the certainty of those impacts occurring is much lower. It is important to read the 

content of yellow warnings to determine which weather situation is being covered by the yellow 

warning. 

Amber Warning: There is an increased likelihood of impacts from severe weather, which could 

potentially disrupt your plans. This means there is the possibility of travel delays, road and rail 

closures, power cuts and the potential risk to life and property. You should think about changing your 

plans and taking action to protect yourself and your property. You may want to consider the impact of 

the weather on your family and your community and whether there is anything you need to do ahead 

of the severe weather to minimise the impact. 

Red Warning: Dangerous weather is expected and, if you haven’t already done so, you should take 

action now to keep yourself and others safe from the impact of the severe weather. It is very likely 

that there will be a risk to life, with substantial disruption to travel, energy supplies and possibly 

widespread damage to property and infrastructure. You should avoid travelling, where possible, and 

follow the advice of the emergency services and local authorities. 

 


